
“Kerry was brilliant. I did have a vision of 
what I wanted and Kerry was able to replicate 
this during my trial in the best way that 
suited my hair. 

On the day Kerry and Susan arrived promptly and made myself, my mum and 
my four bridesmaids feel extremely relaxed. 
This made the whole morning run really smoothly and I was so pleased with my own 

hair and my bridesmaids, who all commented 
on how well theirs lasted throughout the day. 
I would highly recommend KJM to anyone 
looking for a professional yet relaxed and 
enjoyable approach to their wedding hair.”  

Charlotte Aberdeen 

Professional  
  and inspirational
Our brides feel confident in the expert 
hands of KJM salon owner Kerry Mather 
and her colleague assistant manager 
Susan McFadden. Kerry and Susan are 
true hair professionals with a wealth of 
bridal and occasional hair experience. 

From romantic medieval long hair to 
vintage rolls and curls, every era and 
taste can be created by Kerry and Susan 
and even the simplest bun is transformed 
into something exquisite.    

 oh 
VOW!

Call 01252 812680  www.kjmsalons.co.uk

Full bespoke celebration and 
bridal hair service available

“A big, BIG thank you to Kerry and the 

girls at KJM for making the morning of 

my wedding day really enjoyable. The 

girls went out of their way to come into 

work earlier to do our hair and we were 

looked after really well with plenty of fizz.

I will defiantly be recommending you 

guys to all my family and  

friends in the future.”

Francesca Wojciechowski

Call 01252 812680   
www.kjmsalons.co.uk



In expert hands
Our bridal and celebration hair specialists 
are skilled professionals that can help take 
the stress out of your big day and make 
the look of your dreams a stunning reality. 

The KJM wrap around bridal service 
guides you through the careful planning 
required to achieve hair perfection. From 
first consultation to final touches before 
you toss that much coveted bouquet, our 
experts will attend to every detail. 

A bespoke service
We consult with you on each aspect of your 
longed-for look, from condition and colour to 
veils and hair pieces and by the time the big 
day arrives, your style will be faultless. 

At KJM we can include the styling needs of 
every member of the bride’s party and we will 
be happy to plan for bridesmaids, flower girls 
and the mother-of-the-bride. Convenience  
and a stress-free appointment is top of mind 
and KJM can travel to the bride’s home or 
venue* as required. A chilled glass of bubbly 
is the ideal refreshing accompaniment to our 
service, so we always keep one on ice!

Our team don’t just ensure that brides arrive 
perfect, we ensure they stay perfect. Touch-up’s 
through the day and evening are readily arranged. 

*15 mile radius from salon, further afield by arrangement. 

Perfectly  
    on budget
Our services include fitting all headdresses,  
hair flowers, veils, ornaments and hair pieces. 
Our initial consultations are without charge  
and quotations are available to help you  
plan your budget. Hair pieces are quoted  
and supplied at cost as required.  

Hair rehearsals £25.00

Bridal hair in-salon £60.00

Bridal party in-salon £38.00 - £42.00

On location for the bride £150.00 

Additional premium per head  
for the bridal party £100.00 

Evening hair retouches £100.00


